Buy or lease your next
business computer?

As a Building Manager or Facilities Manager in the commercial property sector, you
are always juggling priorities and trying to squeeze the last drop of value from your
limited budget. Keeping on top of a hundred and one tasks requires you have a decent,
business-grade computer. However, the costs of a new computer, software licences,
backup and support can mount up. So, what are your options?

Fight a losing battle
Does your computer take ages to start? Does it run at a
snail’s pace? Does it crash frequently and fail to save hours
of precious work? Unfortunately, after 3 years most
computers start to lose a little speed and performance.

Cheap is cheap
Of course, you could simply buy a cheap home computer
as a replacement. After all, business-grade computers can
be expensive. Business computers are built to last, with
higher quality components that are tested more rigorously.
They also come with the latest professional operating
systems rather than inferior home editions.

Failure is an option
Home computers have an alarming failure rate. Around 3%
are dead out-of-the-box. Another 5% will fail within a year.
However, around 40% will fail in the second year. Around
5% of business-grade computers will fail in the same period.

Minimal support
Finally, business computers come with far better support
than consumer devices. You won’t have to queue in the
local PC World while a part-time sales assistant tries to
diagnose the problem, for example.

Desktop solutions
Modern Networks provides the latest
business-grade desktops and laptops for a
predictable, affordable fixed monthly
subscription fee. Depending on your needs
you can go for straight leasing or the
managed service option, where we take
care of support, backup and security.

Call your Modern Networks sales representative now for a chat about
your needs and options.

www.modern-networks.co.uk
Tel: 01462426500
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